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Collection of benchmarks and performance monitoring applications

cmake/modules Fixing insource-ROOT compilation of rootbench 12 days ago

include/rootbench Updating code to provide rb_unreachable functionality in debug/not de… 11 days ago

lib Add libRBSupport. 13 days ago

root Fix gcc builds which has no __has_builtin macro. 13 days ago

.clang-format Add ROOT's clang-format and clang-tidy config. 5 months ago

.clang-tidy Add ROOT's clang-format and clang-tidy config. 5 months ago

.gitignore Update .gitignore 7 months ago

.travis.yml Updating rootexternals for latest version 21 days ago

CMakeLists.txt Fixing insource-ROOT compilation of rootbench 12 days ago

CTestConfig.cmake Integration rootbench (#1) 6 months ago

CTestCustom.cmake Integration rootbench (#1) 6 months ago

LICENSE Initial commit 7 months ago

README.md Update README.md 23 days ago
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 101 commits  1 branch  0 releases  9 contributors  LGPL-2.1

Clone or download Find file master Branch: New pull request

Latest commit 4326cad 11 days ago Updating code to provide rb_unreachable functionality in debug/not de… oshadura …

 README.md

ROOT Benchmarks
This repository contains a set of relatively small programs (usually based on gbenchmark micro benchmarking infrastructure)
built on top of ROOT. Their primary goal is to provide stable performance metrics which can be monitored over time.

Project Health

Linux/OSX buildbuild passingpassing Experimental Benchmark Coverage: coveragecoverage 3%3%

About

Collection of benchmarks and performance monitoring applications

Building

ROOTBench can be built standalone and as part of ROOT. If you want to enable ROOTBench for ROOT just add the -
Drootbench=On  option to your cmake configuration.

https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/tree/master/cmake/modules
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commit/8101dd1edfb87920fc04eea5f848b5d0682ccd06
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/tree/master/include/rootbench
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commit/4326cad3e30e16bff7648a101c0c7927b11c63d9
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/tree/master/lib
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commit/3dc5ef129f1dc5df69086117931bd721874d412e
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/tree/master/root
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commit/78481dca94f015e6a37f9e836111a93205b0e797
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/blob/master/.clang-format
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commit/a2e23ddb883cad6fa7f6a7be427b73f9c8914ebd
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/blob/master/.clang-tidy
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commit/a2e23ddb883cad6fa7f6a7be427b73f9c8914ebd
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/blob/master/.gitignore
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commit/325d8c949cd7c8db2b474c6b34cb672930ab0838
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/blob/master/.travis.yml
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commit/bb65888cdac9bd67bdbe26ecbd514fbb5883a5e6
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/blob/master/CMakeLists.txt
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commit/8101dd1edfb87920fc04eea5f848b5d0682ccd06
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/blob/master/CTestConfig.cmake
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commit/6075361fae4a1345586f18b6adbfbb96a9a52948
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/pull/1
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commit/6075361fae4a1345586f18b6adbfbb96a9a52948
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/blob/master/CTestCustom.cmake
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commit/6075361fae4a1345586f18b6adbfbb96a9a52948
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/pull/1
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commit/6075361fae4a1345586f18b6adbfbb96a9a52948
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/blob/master/LICENSE
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commit/5e7dfda82373040933c6f0146f413741ed4600ab
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/blob/master/README.md
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commit/c96e77ce6f9abaa8996979185229005fa522e213
https://github.com/root-project
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench
https://github.com/join?source=prompt-code
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commits/master
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/branches
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/releases
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/graphs/contributors
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/blob/master/LICENSE
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/find/master
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commit/4326cad3e30e16bff7648a101c0c7927b11c63d9
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commit/4326cad3e30e16bff7648a101c0c7927b11c63d9
https://github.com/root-project/rootbench/commits?author=oshadura
https://github.com/google/benchmark
https://github.com/root-project/root
https://travis-ci.org/root-project/rootbench
https://coveralls.io/github/root-project/rootbench?branch=master
https://github.com/oshadura
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Building ROOTBench standalone

ROOTBench should be able to find ROOT at configuration time. Make sure you ran source $ROOTSYS/bin/thisroot.sh .

git clone https://github.com/root-project/rootbench.git 
mkdir build 
cd build 
cmake ../rootbench 
cmake --build . -- -j4

Extending the benchmarks

ROOTBench relies on Google Benchmark. We recommend to read the available documentation and browse the existing
examples here for more advanced usage.

Background

This repository is being integrated in two steps:

We run TravisCI on each pull request -- the public infrastructure is time limited and we use the latest ROOT nightly build
available in CVMFS and EOS. This way we can integrate with public services such as Coveralls. Based on the TravisCI
information we compute the benchmarking coverage of ROOTBench against ROOT. The idea is to make sure that we
have well-distributed benchmarking coverage.

We run on dedicated CERN OpenLab machines twice a day -- we build ROOT and ROOTBench from scratch and collectOpenLab
performance data. The data is uploaded to our Grafana service available here (requires CERN login).

The integration process depends on the overall benchmarking time. Contributors are encouraged to write well-focused
microbenchmarks ensuring good benchmarking coverage. Non-overlapping microbenchmarks seem to be the only
reasonable way to control the pressure on the infrastructure.

Conventions

There are several practical conventions that we should follow:

Coding conventions -- ROOTBench follows the coding conventions of ROOT to a great extent.

The routines used for benchmarking shall have the following names BM_CLASSNAME_ROUTINE  -- the BM  prefix allows us (or
tools) to easily identify which is the main benchmarking function.

Simple benchmark template

Add file called CLASSNAMEBenchmarks.cxx where CLASSNAME is the name of the ROOT class we benchmark.

#include "ROOT_HEADER_TO_BENCHMARK.h" 

#include "benchmark/benchmark.h" 

// Replace the CLASSNAME and ROUTINE with the ROOT class and routine you are benchmarking respectively.  
static void BM_CLASSNAME_ROUTINE(benchmark::State &state) { 
  // Initialization section before actual benchmarking. 
  for (auto _ : state) { 
    // The benchmarking code goes here. 
  } 
  // Teardown. 
} 
BENCHMARK(BM_CLASSNAME_ROUTINE); 

// In the end of the file we add our main(). 
BENCHMARK_MAIN();

Register the benchmark in the system. Add an entry to the CMakeLists.txt  next to the source code of the benchmark.

RB_ADD_GBENCHMARK(CLASSNAMEBenchmarks 
  CLASSNAMEBenchmarks.cxx 
  LABEL short 
  LIBRARIES LIST OF LIB DEPENDENCIES)

https://github.com/google/benchmark
https://github.com/google/benchmark/blob/master/README.md
https://github.com/google/benchmark/tree/master/test
https://rootbnch-grafana-test.cern.ch/
https://root.cern.ch/coding-conventions
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This is a very basic working example. If you need extra functionality please read the Google Benchmark Docs.

https://github.com/google/benchmark/blob/master/README.md

